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April 08th 2014:Don Beebe: A Superbowl Life of Service
Don Beebe’s life leading up to and as a wide receiver in the NFL
was anything but ordinary. Being out of football for 3 years, he got
the attention of NFL scouts due to his lightning fast speed. He
played with the Buffalo Bills and won a Superbowl with the Green
Bay Packers in 1997. Don is widely recognized for sprinting
across the field to save a touchdown on the goal line against Leon
Lett, demonstrating his attitude of finishing strong. How he lives
his life is extraordinary. Don’s life is one of service. Through his
House of Speed franchise business, he instills values of
character t
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Featured Guest
Don Beebe
Don Beebe’s rise in the NFL is one of the most inspiring professional sports. Don was
out of sports for 3 years when he was asked to play football at Chadron State College in
Nebraska. His time at college earned him recognition from football scouts as the, “kid
from nowhere with the blazing speed.” Beebe became one of the fastest players in NFL
history. A wide receiver for 9 seasons, Don played in the Superbowl 6 times. In 19961997 with the Green Bay Packers, Brett Farve is quoted as saying, “We would have
never won Superbowl XXXI without Don Beebe.” He is known for his never give up play
as a Buffalo Bill against the Dallas Cowboys’ Leon Lett. Don sprinted the length of the
field to
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